Trail Notes for the Roaring Creek Tract Backpack
Description: The DCNR states that "Weiser State Forest is located in
the ridge-and-valley region of eastern PA. Named for the frontier
diplomat, Conrad Weiser, the forest covers 30,000 acres on 16 tracts
throughout the region." The Roaring Creek Tract is one of the largest
and boasts of over 40 miles of multi-purpose trails, pretty Roaring Run
and three lakes (reservoirs) with views of all of them. The backbone of
the trail system is the gravel 8 mile long Roaring Run Trail. From it
radiates several trails, some of them used by coal miners years ago. I
consider this overnight outing a good one for experienced hikers who
want to try backpacking. That is, however, not to say it’s all easy.
Near the beginning there is a steep, rocky climb to the crest of Big
Mountain. From there the ridge top is easy to traverse as you explore
mature hardwood forest, hemlock groves and the scars of a long ago
coal industry. This first day involves a total of almost 12 miles and
1400 hundred feet of E.G. camping close to Roaring Creek that night in
a very dense hemlock grove at day’s end. The second day is about 7.5
miles in length with less than 100 feet of E.G. but keep in mind that
the initial 1.1 miles on the South Branch trail is, at times, a trail by
name only. The blazing is adequate but you really have to keep your
head on a swivel to search for them as the trail frequently disappears
amongst several scree fields.
Trail Notes: From the west side parking lot join the gravel Roaring
Creek Trail. All of the reservoirs are on the north side of the road. The
first one is Bear Gap Reservoir. A short portage trail will take you
down to its shores for a view. In 1.4 miles from the parking lot The #1
Natalie Miners Trail-West crosses the road. While a right turn here will
get you to the top of Big Mountain it is not the preferred way. The
route is a rocky, steep climb along an old power line swath. Continue
on the road for another 0.3 miles and turn right onto the #1 Natalie
Miners Trail-East and proceed to climb for 0.6 miles, turning left onto
the continuation of the “-West” Trail. As you reach the crest of the
ridge stop for a bit as to your right you will find evidence of a coal
mine. In 0.2 miles arrive at a wide grassy road. I believe this is Old
Natalie Road. It wraps itself around a knob but at some point, not
clear to the hiker, descends to the left to eventually reach Roaring Run
Trail. Avoid this turn if you spot it, continuing straight. As the trail
continues it passes several huge mounds of cinders or mining finds on
the left and becomes known as the Cinder Trail. In o.5 miles from
joining this section the Big Mountain Trail comes in from the right and
the trail assumes its name. In a few steps turn left at a T intersection
to stay on the Big Mountain Trail. There are several side trails that

lead to roads and points of interest as you pass by old mind ditches,
test holes and their subsequent mounds of earth and rock. You’ll also
pass through pine groves (attempts at remediating the mountain top),
open areas scrapped so severely of surface soil that all that can grow
there is heath, blueberries and a few stunted trees and, especially
towards the end of the ridge walk, beautiful hemlock groves. In 4.3
miles from joining the Big Mountain Trail it seems to peter out. To the
left is a rock spine with a crevice. Pass through it and find yourself on
a perfectly flat and straight grade lined in Hemlocks. One’s first
impression might be that this is an old railroad grade but in actuality it
is a buried pipeline constructed by the C.C.C. in the 1930s. Enjoy a
pleasant stroll for the next 1.7 miles where the trail ends at the dirt
Black Road Trail. Bear left but just for a handful of steps as you will
turn left on a very short spur trail and then left again onto Pump
House Road. It will switchback to the right and in 1.2 miles from
joining it deposit you onto the Roaring Run Trail. Across the road is the
pump house and pretty Klines Reservoir. Turn left onto the road and in
0.6 miles Come to an opening in the woods on the right. When we
were there no sign existed but there was a picnic table and some
yellow marking on the surrounding trees. Regardless, there is an
obvious path that in 0.2 miles crosses Roaring Run on an old bridge.
Immediately after crossing you will find a sweet campsite in the
hemlocks to the left. This is your home for the night.
The trail varies form being sketchy to rather obvious when you first
break camp but it soon makes a 90 degree turn. From this point on
red blazes continue but the tread mostly disappears. That’s OK. As
mentioned in the description, follow the blazes through several scree
fields. Red is not a very distinct color when painted on trees so you
really have to keep an eye out for them. In some places pink or yellow
surveyors tape might reinforce the route. In 1.1 miles from camp the
trail will turn left again and the trail regains the appearance of a real
trail. The footpath ends at a service road on the northern shore of the
largest of the three reservoirs, McWilliams. The next 1.4 miles makes
up for all of the preceding rocks as you enjoy a pleasant lakeside stroll
under the shade of giant spruce trees. As you approach the dam the
trail leaves to the right on a footpath. The trail is not as hard to follow
here as when you were traveling through the scree fields as you are
aided by” no admission signs” on your left. The next 0.8 miles is
another pleasant section of woods. At its end you’ll cross the creek
again on a bridge and arrive back at Roaring Creek Road. Turn right
and in 3.3 miles arrive back at the parking lot.

